No GCM
without
Decent Work
for All
Brothers and Sisters,
While we are here in Geneva for the International Labor
Conference, our governments are also meeting in New York City
to negotiate the UN Global Compact on Safe, Orderly and
Regular Migration (GCM). The GCM represents a historic
opportunity to create a global commitment to fair migration,
regularization and coherent, rights-based policies. Workers and
trade unions are setting the bar high. We will only accept a
Compact that reflects our core demands.
Key Labor demands for the GCM:
• Labor Standards – The GCM’s guiding principles must explicitly
mention ILO international labor standards.
• Decent Work – There must be a discrete objective in the GCM
affirming States’ commitment to support decent work for all,
regardless of immigration status.
• Social Dialogue – The implementation section of the GCM must
name ILO as a core agency with the lead role on labor migration
policy, and commit to promoting social dialogue.

Here’s what you
can do to help:
• Wear your No GCM without Decent Work for All button with
pride and explain why when people ask you
• Stand up for the group photo to show governments at the UN
that workers of the world are serious, and we are united
• Share Labor’s demands for the GCM with your government
delegation
• Get your government and business representatives to wear a
button and take a photo together, then tweet it with the hashtags
#NoGCMwithoutDecentWork and #GlobalCompactMigration to:
• @ITUC, @CGU @your global union
• UN Special Representative on Migration, Louise Arbor (@SRSG)
• GCM Co-facilitators from Mexico and
Switzerland (@JJGomezCamacho and @jurglauber )
• Your country’s UN delegation
• Join our action at 8:00am on Thursday, June 7 at the Broken
Chair to make clear that we will not let what’s happening in NYC
threaten a century of ILO engagement!
Solidarity works, and your small actions can make a world of
difference!
Please stand with us to demand Decent Work for All in the GCM

